By Jay Gary

Religious imagination first reframed our quest toward tomorrow. Can it still moue us
in the twenty-first century to recreate our worlds?

h IS THE YEAR 2149. Overpopulation cate that there are 16 more stone
and pollution have overtaken our circles buried under and around
world. In search of a better these, the work of earlier generatomorrow, scientists stumble upon a tions. These earlier megaliths were
temporal rift, allowing for waves of intentionally buried by later generahuman pilgrimages back in time to tions as foundations for new megareshape the world anew-85 million liths. The stone megaliths of Gobekli
years ago on Earth. Upon arriving at Tepe have a consistent pattern of anthe colony, the Shannon family imal reliefs, including lions, boars,
hears: "Welcome to Terra Nova. We foxes, and vultures.
are at the dawn of a new civilizaAt the center of each megalith, two
tion!" They discover a world of rug- taller I-shaped pillars preside over
ged all-terrain vehicles, dinosaurs, the circle as stylized humans or
high-powered weaponry, and con- gods. Were these animal patterns
flict with a group of separatists, or so and godlike pillars representations
we are led to believe.
of spirits they saw during visionary
Terra Nova only existed in the col- trances? It is impossible to know at
lective imagination on FOX Broad- this point. But the little that can be
casting for one season. The dream to known is that at Gobekli Tepe our
recreate our world and reframe our earliest hunter-gatherer ancestors
quest toward tomorrow, however, first called upon the heavens to
has been alive for millennia across · transform life on Earth. Furtherour globe. We are only now begin- more, this regional site was active as
ning to uncover its spiritual roots in a pilgrimage destination for more
the human past. Literally, terra nova than 25 generations.
means "new land" in Latin, Catalan,
Over that span of time, the descenor Portuguese.
dants of Gobekli Tepe ushered in a
On the southeastern plateaus of Neolithic Revolution that domestiTurkey, a team of German archaeolo- cated animals, invented the wheel,
gists have unearthed what they cultivated agriculture, and created
claim is the world's oldest temple, pottery that brought about permadating back to 10,000 B.C. Named nent human settlements across the
Gobekli Tepe, or "Potbelly Hill" in Fertile Crescent.
Turkish, the stone megaliths of
We may never know what fully
Gobekli Tepe predate Stonehenge by compelled our Stone Age ancestors
6,000 years.
to seek Terra Nova, or transformaSince 1994, four stone circles have tion at Gobekli Tepe, but the evibeen unearthed. Archaeologists indi- dence indicates that, because they
www.wfs.org

met there, their imagination as
hunter-gatherers was so stretched as
to transform all their tomorrows.
And when they dispersed, their descendants kept the cultic traditions
of Gobekli Tepe, which undergird
the Agricultural Age.
Now, as we engage the twentyfirst century, is the religious imagination for Terra Nova still strong
enough to inspire u s to create new
worlds? Or has religion itself become so codified in ruling empires
and economic systems that it has lost
its creative quest for Terra Nova and
beyond?

Forging Communities of Tomorrow
Like the Gobekli Tepe pilgrims,
Alex McManus dreams of a world
made new, beyond the inhumanity
that has gripped the modern age. Instead of constructing stone circles,
for the past seven years McManus
has been forming Creativity Lounges
in local communities, as collaborations between activists and artists,
patrons and promoters, "to make the
world human again."
A resident of Detroit since 2009,
McManus is the founder of Voxtropolis.com, a network of "creativity advocates." Voxtropolis is a combination
of vox ("voice" in Latin) and polis
("city" in Greek). Voxtropolis.com is
a culture of mystics who live in both
the cyber and concrete worlds as a
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Above: Ruins of Gobekli Tepe in Turkey. It
is believed to be the world's oldest temple,
dating to approximately 10,000 B.C. The
pervasive use of animal imagery (left)
suggests a desire to detail stories about
hunting, as well as domestication of beasts.
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way to create a new civilization.
McManus is a native of El Salvador. When he was five years old, he
remembers, his grandfather told
him: "I want to live until the year
2000 because there will be dancing in
the streets." His grandfather lived to
see the new century and dance in the
streets, and McManus has been oriented toward the future ever since.
Before McManus was seven, his
mother immigrated to the United
States. He was raised in Florida,
where he took up the family name of
his stepfather.
As a social entrepreneur, McManus
is not your run-of-the-mill Christian
leader. He is as comfortable talking
about human empowerment, artificial intelligence, or biotechnology as
he is in discussing religion. And he
has as much in common with U2's
Bono as he does with Billy Graham.

"ffiy aim is to create

COURTESY OF ALEX McMANUS, VIA FACEBOOK

conuersations around the
singular question of what it
means to be human."
-RleH fficffianus

Alex McManus, founder of
M and Voxtropolis, virtual
spaces promoting spirituality,
creativity, and community.

With Voxtropolis, McManus hosts
face-to-face immersion experiences
and virtual classes each year to mentor a small cadre of leaders to engage
culture and highlight local community needs. Those causes might be as
small as fixing a single mom's roof,
teaching ex-prisoners construction
skills, or creating produce markets
from urban gardening. His International M Network (theimn.com) is
part social network, part Idea Studio, part cyber-seminary, and part
Bohemian chill. After seven years, it
has "creativity advocates" in 20 communities, including Detroit, Toronto,
Los Angeles, Miami, Johannesburg,
and Sheffield, England.
"I am naturally a highly conceptual person," McManus confesses,
"yet my discovery of Jesus has made
me grounded in relationships. I seek
out community." Rather than making the world Christian, McManus
sees that God is making the universe
more human. "My aim is to create
conversations around the singular
question of what it means to be
human.
"When someone kills their neighbor, we call them 'inhuman,"'
McManus explains. "But you would
never call a lion who killed his prey
'inlion."' The entire idea of "being
human is an aspiration," as if "the
future is needed for our evolution."
McManus sees that future as unpredictable, open, dynamic, plural, and
"orgathetic," meaning a merging of
organic and synthetic life, and he envisions the ways that will impact humans in community.
To unpack how the world can be-

come human, McManus has just released Makers of Fire: The Art and
Spirituality of Leading from the Future
(2014).
From 1998 to 2004 McManus
served on the leadership team of
Mosaic, an innovative church movement in Los Angeles, which his
brother Erwin led. He was a key
leader behind their leadership conferences, which grew to international
stature. During that time, however,
due to his open futures thinking, he
earned the nickname of "Enigma"
from his colleagues. With a smile,
McManus admits, "I recognize
something in them that is my tribe,
but many haven't recognized me as
being part of their tribe!"
Part of the enigma of Alex
McManus to some believers is his
belief. He sees the story of redemption as open, and he envisions that
"humans will inhabit the universe
one day, even if that takes 14 billion
years." For McManus, that makes

these early years of the human story
decisive, a "season of transformative
change." Yet, in all of this, he is not
deterministic. In faith, he says, "no
matter which future arises, God is in
all the futures before us, and within
us in them, extending friendship."

Joining the Third EHodus
If humans are part of an evolutionary journey, and have had an image
of the future since the dawn of time,
what does that mean for us? Tsvi
Bisk and Moshe Dror, authors of Futurizing the Jews (Praegar, 2003),
sought to answer this question for
Israel and the Jewish Diaspora. Like
McManus, they see humanity at a
turning point.
While many celebrate the twentieth-century victories of Zionism that
brought the Jews back to their homeland, Bisk claims a singular political
confidence in Israel is misplaced.
The real question is whether the Jew-

"Computers, genetic engineering, the conquest
of space, nuclear energy, robotics and
telecommunications are [now] hauing a greater
impact on human destiny than the Agricultural
and Industrial Reuolutions combined."
- Tsui Disk
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"Euerything at one point
was afuture artifact
whether it was caue
paintings, a religious
teHl or a medieual
cathedral. nu religions,
philosophical schools,
and technological camps
were futurists, as the
think tank of their
times.... Rs I look
forward, I see we liue in
this history, while we
are creating our future."
- Hate mcCallum

Kate McCallum founded c3: Center for Conscious Creativity, using the transmedia creation facilities of
Vortex Immersion to turn storytelling into immersive communications experiences.

another. He claimed that Abraham's
journey, like ours, was more than a
physical journey. It was an invitation
to move our consciousness, awareness, and mind.
Crossing into this new metaphysical land, claimed Dror, will constitute a "Third Exodus" for the Abrahamic religions. It will reshape how
faith relates to the transmodern age.
In their present configuration,
however, most religious institutions
are not mobile. "We may know how
to build structures of stone, but we
have yet to learn how to relate to the
sacred in virtual space, mediated
through technology," Dror asserted.
Therefore, a new exodus is needed.
According to Dror, the First Exodus of Moses became codified into
the Law and Temple. The Second Exodus of Jesus, Rabbinic Judaism, and
Mohammed became codified into
synagogues, churches, and mosques.
The Third Exodus of humanity now
"seeks God beyond temple or synagogue walls and calls us to move
into a new world, to inhabit the
world of connectivity, creativity, and
spirituality."

ish people are ready for what Alvin
Toffler called a "Third Wave" civilization.
Bisk writes that Jews find themselves in the midst of an unprecedented revolution. "Computers, genetic engineering, the conquest of
space, nuclear energy, robotics and
telecommunications are [now] having a greater impact on human destiny than the Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions combined," he
says.
While the secular inadequacies of
the Renaissance-Scientific-Enlightenment-Industrial paradigm have been
well chronicled, "the Industrial Revolution was [still] the greatest spiritual event in the history of the human race," according to Bisk. He
feels that Diaspora Jewry needs to
forge a new planetary paradigm for
the future. Only a new paradigm
will enable the concept of Israel to
become a world metropolis and fulfill its destiny as a light to the
Gentiles.
Rabbi Moshe Dror (1934-2011)
spoke of this transmodern paradigm
as a journey. Abraham, the first Jew,
was commanded by God to go on a
journey, to cross over the frontier. To
Dror, the very word Hebrew carried
the meaning of "move" or "go"
across, from one physical space to
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From Stone Circles to lmmersiue Domes
Like the fictional time travelers of
Terra Nova, Kate McCallum has been
•
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part of a modern pilgrimage. But instead of going back in time, she has
gone forward as a transmigrant into
sacred space, shaped by media technologies.
McCallum is the founder of c3:
Center for Conscious Creativity in
Los Angeles (consciouscreativity
.com). She is an artist, writer, musician, producer, and teacher, who operates her own transmedia production company out of the Los Angeles
Center Studios.
During her 20 years at Universal
Studios and Paramount Television as
a content creator and producer,
McCallum saw how millions of
people began to "knock down the
gates" of the entertainment industry.
"Series and movies were no longer
about a singular story, but an entire
story world," claims McCallum. Like
Dror, she is now convinced that the
temples of time are not just churches,
but any medium where we create
and share our stories, whether TV,
movies, music, or the Internet.
Not only are our stories migrating
across platforms, but also "more and
more, people are choosing to live in
these new story worlds," according
to McCallum. Case in point: Jediism
is a proto-religion, arising from the
Stars Wars saga, for those who want
to base their lives on the principles

of Jedi warrior knights.
. "We reach our fans on many different screens and experiences,"
McCallum says. Transmedia "refers
to this bottom-up communication."
Where once we painted on cave
walls or created stone circles, today
through digital technologies we are
"generating new ways to conduct
immersive storytelling for new audiences" to engage human beings at
deeper levels.
Part of her consulting work is to
help writers and producers craft
their story worlds, so they can
spread across various media platforms, whether in merchandise, series, sequels, education programs, or
philanthropic causes.
Integral to McCallum's immersive
storytelling these days is the Vortex
Immersion Dome (vorteximmersion
.com), housed on the lot of the Los
Angeles Center Studios. There,
McCallum works with her business
partner, Ed Lantz, to train artists in
residence to create "full dome" immersive shows for up to 400 people.
Over the last two years, they have
produced a variety of events, from a
"BollyDoll Fulldome" containing
iconic Indian mythology, to an EDM
(Electronic Dance Music) reality
show pilot for MTV, to an "ExtremeFuture Festival" symposium exploring transhumanism.
McCallum, however, is no technop hile . While her outer life is
grounded in the world of immersive
media and technology, her inner life
has risen from profound spiritual experiences that started at age 21.
While studying communications and
"self-actualization" at Western Michigan University, she encountered the
"living presence of the divine." Since
neither her parents nor her minister
could understand her epiphanies,
she changed her major from education to communications, with a minor in philosophy and religion, and
committed herself "to not talk about
my spiritual experiences."
After graduation, McCallum
moved to Los Angeles in 1980. "I
worked in the Studios by day as an
apprentice, but on the weekends I
would study classes in philosophy
and the esoteric arts" at the Philosophical Research Society, a modernday mystery school founded on the

In The Sacred Canopy, Peter Berger
writes that religion, properly understood, "is the audacious attempt to
conceive of the entire universe as being humanly significant." We might
also add for emphasis, "as being humanly significant, in view of the

teachings of Manly P. Hall.
It was there that McCallum
learned "mindfulness and practical
meditation" and how to "work in
service to the One Life, one humanity, and live to make a better world."
She later went on to earn a Master of
Arts in Consciousness Studies from
the University of Philosophical
Research, and launched her Center.
Reflecting back, she states,
"Everything at one point was a
future artifact, whether it was cave
paintings, a religious text, or a
medieval cathedral. All religions,
philosophical schools, and technological camps were futurists, as the
think tank of their times .. .. As I look
forward, I see we live in this history,
while we are creating our future."
For McCallum, the difference between us and our predecessors is
"that we can go back and watch ourselves and decide what is needed,
and strip away what separates us
from our higher self."

future."
Terra Nova as a spirituality of the
future, therefore, can be defined as
the concern of all who feel drawn toward the fullness of humanity and,
in turn, allow their lives to be transformed by their relationship with the
Absolute, however it may be defined. This hope that humanity
might learn from its experience and
collective wisdom is affirmed in established schools of religion, but also
in everyday lived spirituali ty,
whether among lay people, indigenous people, or any religious movement for social justice.
This canopy of Terra Nova is expanding as humanity develops its
own myths. Tom Lombardo, founder
of the Center for Future Consciousness, often speaks of science fiction
as "the mythology of the future." He
maintains that science fiction "is
clearly the most visible and influential form of futurist thinking in the
modern world." It involves plots,
story lines, action sequences, different settings and dramatic resolutions . As feminist-poet Muriel
Rukeyser put it, "The universe is
made of stories, not of atoms."
We may never be able to travel
back in time as the TV pilgrims of
Terra Nova, but we can follow our nomadic ancestors at Gobekli Tepe and
embrace Terra Nova as a spirituality
of tomorrow. In so doing, we can
choose to believe that, far from ending, the human journey is only beginning, into a world without end.
D

Portals of Tomorrow
Anyone who has ever entered a
temple, church, or mosque, or who
was moved in a deeper way through
music, theater, art, movies, or virtual
reality, has stepped into a portal of
tomorrow, a practice that traces its
roots back to the Gobekli Tepe storytellers. It is through these portals
that we hear stories of where we
came from and where we are
headed.
But not all stories are equal.
Though intended to bind people together, religion can also be used to
tear apart the social or ecological
fabric of our world. Not all stories
enhance our personal or collective
well-being. Religious fundamentalism, in particular, is pervasive today
across all major world religions. It is
a change-resistance movement to
any transmodern narrative that envisions Terra Nova through human
learning and enlightenment.
This needs not to be the case. While
religion is often used to justify violence in the name of God, or foster
conflict between nations, such as the
United States and Iran, its narratives
and spirituality are also a resource for
peacemaking, conflict resolution, and
community transformation.
www.wfs.org
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This article is a preview of his session at
WorldFuture 2014: What If, which will also
feature Alex McManus, Kate McCallum, and
World Future Review managing editor Lane
Jennings.
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